STRING ME ALONG
BRACELET TUTORIAL

with
Susan Thomas

NEED
- Coated beading wire
- Hook + ring clasp
- Spacer beads
- Metal seed beads
- Lodalite or other stone beads
- 2 crimps + 1 jump ring
- Om Tara crimper
- Flush cutter
- Bead stopper
- 24g wire
- Strip of leather

1. Gather all your supplies and cut 9” of beading wire. Attach bead stopper to one end.

2. String all your stone beads, spacer beads, and seed beads until bracelet is long enough.

3. Add crimp bead, then french hook side of the clasp, then feed wire back through crimp bead. Pull snug.

4. Squeeze down lightly on crimp bead, then pull beading wire tight until crimp bead is close to bead.

5. Once close to last bead, squeeze Om Tara crimper down completely to secure crimp bead in place.

6. Flush cut beading wire as close to crimp bead as possible.

7. Wrap leather strip w/ 24g wire to create loop, then attach to french hook with jumping. Voila!
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